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Homework Checklist 

Pencil case Knowledge Organiser 2 Black or Blue pens

2 pencils and Eraser Green Pen Pencil Sharpener

Mini whiteboard and pen Calculator Ruler

Maths geometry set Class book

Equipment Checklist 

General information  Learning – loving – living 

Homework Timetable
Year 9 Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

Monday Maths Option A Option C

Tuesday English Option B Option C

Wednesday Maths RE Option D

Thursday English Science Option A

Friday Maths Science Option B

Subject Homework
All students will also be assigned ENGLISH reading activities on www.CommonLit.org
with each assignment taking 20-30 minutes to complete and MATHS activities with 
short explanatory videos on the online platform https://mathswatch.co.uk. 

It is also recommended to take advantage of FREE online revision tools such as 
www.senecalearning.com or the recently updated BBC BITESIZE.

Individual subject teachers will also assign homework to students on Microsoft Teams 
and Weduc.

The knowledge organiser is a book that sets out the important, useful and 
powerful knowledge of a single topic on one page.

When used effectively, Knowledge Organisers are useful in: 
• Helping build a foundation of factual knowledge.
• Embedding revision techniques for now and future studies (A-Level, College, 

University)
• Allowing knowledge to become stored in long term memory which frees up 

working memory for more complex ideas. It also allows you to connect concepts 
together, even across subjects

Homework expectations
EACH NIGHT you should spend at least 1 hour per night on homework.
3 subjects per night x 20 minutes per subject= 1 hour. Use the homework timetable as 
a guide to what subjects to complete each night.

Complete all work in your exercise book and make sure you bring your knowledge 
organiser to school EVERYDAY (in your coloured folder).

Every FRIDAY morning the week’s worth of KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER homework will 
be checked in Family Group time and detentions issued for work not complete, or not 
up to standard.

Microsoft Teams
Remember to check TEAMS regularly for updates and additional home learning files 
including copies of your mastery booklets.

You can also ask your teachers questions on teams and view videos of ‘how to use 
your knowledge organiser’. 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7

Half term 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

http://www.commonlit.org/
https://mathswatch.co.uk/
http://www.senecalearning.com/


Here are some activities that you can try at home with your knowledge organiser to help revise. There are even more strategies on page 3.

Retrieval Practice ideas
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SPACED PRACTISE 
Divide up your revision into short 
manageable chunks of time . When revising 
aim for 20 - 30 minutes per session. Five 
hours spread out over two weeks is better 
than the same five hours all at once. This is 
spaced practice and it is regarded as one of 
the most effective revision strategies.

ELABORATION
When talking about studying, elaboration 
involves explaining and describing ideas with 
many details. Elaboration also involves making 
connections among ideas you are trying to 
learn. Ask yourself questions about a topic to 
delve deeper. The more information you have 
about a specific topic the stronger your grasp 
and ability to recall.

CONCRETE EXAMPLES
When you’re studying, try to think about 
how you can turn ideas you’re learning 
into concrete examples. Making a link 
between the idea you’re studying and a 
real life example, concrete example, can 
help students understand abstract ideas 
and make it ‘stick’.

INTERLEAVING
Interleaving is a process where you combine 
multiple subjects and topics while you study 
in order to improve learning. Switch between 
ideas and make links between them during a 
study session. Interleaving has been shown 
to lead to better long-term retention
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RETRIEVAL PRACTICE
Through the act of retrieval, or calling information to mind, our 
memory for that information is strengthened and forgetting is less 
likely to occur. Retrieval practice ideas include: Read, cover, write, 
check, flashcards and brain dumps.

DUAL CODING
Dual coding is the process of combining visual and written materials. 
You can visually represent materials using methods such as info 
graphics, timelines, cartoon/comic strips, diagrams and graphic 
organisers. Combing images with words or explaining an image 
makes it more likely to ‘stick’.



Act One Summary: Engagement celebration interrupted by Insp. Mr.B and Sheila reveal links to Eva.
Who What Notes

Stage 

directions

Dinner jackets, large surburban house, port, champagne Extreme opulence. Insular existence divorced from reality of poverty and lower class struggles

Birling We’re in for a time of steadily increasing prosperity Birling is pontificating about the future, believing that he is infallible. Priestley uses dramatic irony to accentuate B’s 

ignorance, arrogance and pomposity.

Birling A hard-headed practical man of business ‘hard-headed’: B means that he is resilient and powerful. Audience a reminded of his stubborn and ignorant nature. B 

is an arch-capitalist

Birling Sees his daughter’s marriage as a business transaction Callous, dehumanizing: subjugation of women even prevalent in upper classes

Birling The Titanic……unsinkable, absolutely unsinkable Pomposity. Titanic is metaphor for arrogance of upper class

Birling The way some of these cranks talk and write now, you’d think 

everybody has to look after everybody else, as if we were all 

mixed up together like bees in a hive-community and all that 

nonsense 

B uses derogatory and dismissive language (cranks). B is dogmatic and supercilious. B has disdain for socialism (it 

would remove his hierarchical advantage!) B wants a stratified, atomized society. 

Insp. One person and one line of enquiry at a time authoritative and in command

Birling She’d had a lot to say-far too much-so she had to go of course. authoritarian: lacks compassion. Eva wanted small pay rise. B is callous and ruthless. women have no voice in society

Birling It’s a free country I told them Arrogance: not free! Free if rich and male. no welfare state, no universal suffrage until 1928! 

Insp. They might. But after all it’s better to ask for the earth than to 

take it

criticizing B’s (and upper class) greed. 

Sheila But these girls aren’t cheap labour-they’re people disagrees with B: generation gap. Priestley is optimistic about future ‘younger ones’ are more compassionate. S is first 

to change.

Sheila But I felt rotten about it at the time and now I feel a lot worse repentant, remorseful, penitent. S had Eva fired because S was jealous. S abused her power and influence. S lives 

insular life: no clue about the Eva’s desperate plight

Sheila It’s the only time I’ve ever done anything like that, and I’ll never, 

never do it again to anybody

‘only time’: was she emulating parents’ callous behaviour? S represents promise of better future: 

compassionate/socialist 

Year 9– Trinity term - ENGLISH – An Inspector Calls Learning – loving – living 
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Act Two Summary: Gerald and Mrs.B reveal links to Eva
Who What Notes

Insp. You see, we have to share something. If there’s nothing 

else, we’ll have to share our guilt.

Birlings are immoral. They have contempt for collective responsibility.

Insp. We often do on the younger ones. They’re more 

impressionable

generation gap

Sheila He’s been steadily drinking too much for the past few 

years

dysfunctional relationship with B. Hedonistic life of privilege and entitlement. Wealth has corrupted him: 

hypocrisy! (B and Mrs.B think poor are degenerate and immoral!)

Gerald She looked young and fresh and charming G objectifying Eva. complimentary but he exploits her desperation

Gerald I didn’t install her there to make love to her Denial suggests guilt: G’s infidelity is evidence of his immorality. Sordid 

Birling Defends Gerald’s infidelity Cares more about merger? Genuinely thinks this is ok? Immoral!

Gerald I didnt feel about her as she felt about me Disparity between G and Eva: G exploits Eva and abuses his position of privilege and power

Gerald I insisted on a parting gift of enough money-though it 

wasn’t much-to see her through to the end of the year

Transactional relationship: money used to assuage guilt. hints at prostitution/dehumanisation

Insp. She felt that there’d never be anything as good again for 

her-so she had to make it last longer.

Eva’s desperation. Eva is exploited by G.

Insp. (massively) Public Men, Mr.Birling, have responsibilities as 

well as privileges.

Insp. admonishes B. B was Lord Mayor but only for fame and prestige. Like Mrs.B (charity role is for power 

and fame not compassion.

Mrs.B Girls of that class Mrs.B stereotyping the poor as degenerate and immoral. Irony is that she is the immoral one!

Mrs.B You know of course that my husband was Lord Mayor only 

two years ago

Attempting to intimidate Insp. superciliousness

Mrs.B She impertinently made use of our name ‘impertinently’: supercilious and haughty! Irony: Mrs.B condemns father (Eric) hypocritical: won’t punish 

her own son!

Mrs.B She was claiming elaborate fine feelings and scruples that 

were simply absurd for a girl in her position.

Dehumanizing lower class. callous. 

Birling Cares only about reputation and ‘inquest’ not death of Eva

Year 9– Trinity term - ENGLISH – An Inspector Calls Learning – loving – living 
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Act 3 Summary: Inspector’s final admonishment and exit. Aftermath: was it real? does it matter? Young are changed. Old refuse 

to accept responsibility.

Who What Notes

Eric I’m not very clear about it, but afterwards she told me 

that she didn’t want me to go in but that-well, I was in 

that state when a chap easily turns nasty-and I 

threatened to make a row.

Threatened violence to get sex. Alcoholic, hedonistic life free from responsibilities.

Eric Steals money from dad Steals to help but stealing is wrong. 

Eric Castigates Mrs.B for killing Eva Defiance: break from expected obedience to elders. E is incredulous at Mrs.B’s callousness

Eric You’re not the kind of father a chap could go to when 

he’s in trouble

Dysfunctional relationship with B. B focused on business, ignoring family

Insp. But each of you helped to kill her. Remember that Collective responsibility.

Insp. There are millions and millions and millions of Eva 

Smiths and John Smiths still left with us, with their lives, 

their hopes and fears, their suffering and chance of 

happiness, all intertwined with our lives, and what we 

think and say and do. We don’t live alone. We are 

members of one body. We are responsible for each 

other. And I tell you that the time will soon come when, 

if men will not learn that lesson, then they will be taught 

it in fire and blood and anguish.

Marginalized are the majority (repetition of ‘millions’). lower class life is precarious (‘still). 

omnipresence of suffering. biblical rhetoric (tricolon at end), hinting at WW1. compare speech with B 

and Mrs.B’s antithetical views. 

Eric The money’s not the important thing. It’s what 

happened to the girl and what we all did to her that 

matter. And I still feel the same about it, and that’s why 

I don’t feel like sitting down and having a nice cosy talk.

E is remorseful, like S. criminality is irrelevant: they have a moral duty to others

Eric We did her in alright Accepts responsibility.

Ending is it a hoax? was Eva real? does this matter? E and S have changed: remorse, responsibility, guilt. MrsB and B only care about reputation and 

scandal. Mrs.B and B mock E and S for being gullible.

Ending=final phone call: inescapability and absolute necessity of change. 

Year 9– Trinity term - ENGLISH – An Inspector Calls Learning – loving – living 
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MathsWatch References

Decimals 3. 17,  18, 66, 67, N1b, N2b, 
N13b, N14b, N15b, N17b, 
N28b, N29b, N40a, N40b

Rounding 31, 32, 90

Estimation 91

Order of Operations 75

Negative Numbers 68a, 68b

Square, Square Roots, Cube, 
Cube Roots

81

Important Ideas

Vocabulary

Estimation
To find a value that is close enough to the 
right answer, usually with some thought 
or calculation involved.

Order of 
Operations

In mathematics, the order of 
operations tells us in which 
sequence we should perform 
operations in order to evaluate a 
given mathematical expression.

Index

An index number is a number 
which is raised to a power. The 
power, also known as the index, 
tells you how many times you 
have to multiply the number by 
itself.

Key Facts

Year 9– Trinity term – Mathematics (Foundation) - Calculations, approximations Learning – loving – living 
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MathsWatch References

Perimeter 52, G8a, G8b

Area 53, 54, 55, 56, 114a, 114b, 117, G9, 
G20a, G20b, G20c, G20d, G22b, G24

Solids 43

Circles 116, 117, 118, 167, G2, G22a, G22b

Volume 115, 119, G21a, G25a

Nets of 
Shapes

44, G12c

Surface Area 114a, 114b, G21b, G25b

Important Ideas

Cube              Net of Cube         Area of Shapes

Vocabulary

Perimeter The perimeter of a plane figure is the 
length of its boundary.

Area The amount of space inside the 
boundary of a flat (2-dimensional) 
object such as a triangle or circle, or 
surface of a solid (3-dimensional) object.

Solids A solid shape is a three-dimensional 
figure that has width, depth and height. 
Examples of solid shapes include cubes, 
pyramids and spheres.

Volume Volume is the amount of space inside a 
three-dimensional object, or its 
capacity.

Nets of 
Shape

A net is what a 3D (three-dimensional) 
shape would look like if it were opened 
out flat.

Surface 
Area

Surface area is the total area of the 
faces and/or curved surface of a solid 
figure.

Key Facts & Formula

Perimeter

Perimeter of a 
rectangle of 
length L and 
width W is
2 L +2 W 

Q& A

Use π = 
3.142 (3 dp)

Find the volume 
of the cuboid 
above.

Find the 
circumference of 
the circle above.

Find the area of 
the circle above.

V = l x w x h
V = 12 x 9 x 11
V = 1188 cm3

C = 2πr or πd
C = 2 x 3.142 x 18
C = 113.04 mm

A = πr2

A = 3.142 x 182

A = 1017.36 mm2

Year 9– Trinity term – Mathematics (Foundation) - 2D and 3D Shapes, Areas and Volumes Learning – loving – living 
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Maths Watch 
References 

57 Frequency 
Trees

61 Two-Way 
Tables

62 Averages 
and the 
Range

63 Data -
Discrete 
and 
Continuous

65 Frequency 
Tables and 
Diagrams

130 Averages 
from a table

152 Sampling 
Populations

153 Time Series

176 Stratified 
sampling

186 Cumulative 
Frequency 

187 Box Plots

205 Histogram
s

Vocabulary

Correlation

Where there is a pattern 
between two variables. 
Correlation does not mean 
cause and effect.

Frequency
The number of times 
something happens or 
appears.

Consistency

Data which is more consistent 
varies less: the values tend to 
be closer together (lower 
range and IQR).  Less 
consistent data is more 
spread out.

Outlier
An extreme value: far above 
or far below where most 
values lie.

Data Set
The numbers or data
collected for an investigation.

Population
Everything or everybody that 
could possibly be involved in 
an investigation

Sample

A selection of people or 
things taken from the 
population. It is often quicker 
and cheaper to study a 
sample rather than the whole 
population.

Random
Sample

Where every member of a 
population has an equal 
chance of selection. This 
means the sample is 
representative or un-biased.

Bias

Not representative of the 
population. Some groups of 
the population are over- or 
under -represented.

Methods Explored

Stratified 
Sampling

‘Strata’ means ‘layers’. This is when the 
sample you select is based on the size of the 
subgroups (‘layers’) within the population so 
that your sample is representative of the 
proportions of these sub groups within the 
population.

Cumu-
lative
Frequency

This is a way of representing grouped 
data. To find the cumulative frequency 
you add the frequencies up as you go. 
You plot the highest value of the groups 
against the cumulative frequency.

Box Plot A way to show the distribution of data in
a visual form. The lower quartile is the 
value 25% of the way through the data. 
The median is the middle value. The 
Upper quartile is 75% of the way through 
the data. The interquartile range is the 
difference between the UQ and LQ. The 
IQR gives a measure of spread that 
excludes outliers around the max and 
min values (unlike the range). The IQR is 
therefore more reliable.

Histograms
Similar to a bar chart. Frequencies are shown not by 
height, but by the areas of the rectangular bars. The 
frequency density is found when you divide the 
frequency by the class width (group width)

Vocabulary

Modal Class The group with the highest frequency

Inter-Quartile 
Range

Upper quartile – Lower quartile. This is 
a measure of spread / consistency.

Line of best fit

A line which goes through the middle 
of the points to best describe the 
general correlation. You should try to 
place it so that the same number of 
points are above and below the line 
and that it goes in the general 
direction of the points. It does not
have to join to the origin of the graph.

Discrete data
Data which takes only certain values. 
E.g shoes sizes may take half-values,
jeans sizes are even numbers only.

Continuous data
Data that can take any value, within a 
range, as it is measured.

Year 9– Trinity term – Mathematics (higher) – Data Handling Learning – loving – living 
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Number Key term Definition

1 Urbanisation A rise in the percentage of people living 
in urban areas, compared to rural 
areas.

2 Conurbation The merging of towns and cities to 
form one large city.

3 World cities Megacities that play a disproportionally
large role in world affairs.

4 Urban 
Primacy

A city that has more importance and 
influence bigger than its size.

5 Net Growth The number of people left after
subtracting those leaving from those 
arriving

6 Decentralisat
ion

Closure of industries.

7 Internal 
Migration

Movement within a country.

8 Rural-urban
Migration

Movement of people from the 
countryside to towns and cities.

9 Knowledge 
economy

Working in industries that supply 
expertise/research and development.

10 International 
migration.

Moving from one country to another.

Number Key term Definition

11 Informal 
economy

An unofficial economy, where no records are 
kept. People have no contracts or 
employment rights

12 Formal 
economy

One which is official, meets legal standards 
for accounts, taxes and workers’ pay and 
conditions.

13 Ethnic enclaves Areas where people of similar ethnic 
background live together.

14 Counter-
urbanization

Movement of people away from the city.

15 Re-urbanization Movement of people back into the city.

16 Regeneration The redeveloping of former industrial areas or 
housing to improve them.

17 Brownfield Sites are former industrial areas that have 
been developed before.

18 Megacity A city with a population of 10 million or 
above.

19 CBD Central business district

20 Chawls Low quality multi-story buildings. 

21 Informal 
housing

Illegal settlements ie. slums/squatter 
settlements.

22 Spatial Relates to space eg the spatial growth of a 
city.

Year 9– Trinity term - Geography – Development Dynamics and Challenges of an Urbanising World Learning – loving – living 
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Frank’s dependency theory Clark Fisher Model

Year 9– Trinity term - Geography – Development Dynamics Learning – loving – living 
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Year 9– Trinity term - History – Paper 1- c.1700-c.1900: Industrial Age England Learning – loving – living 
C18th and C19th Crime and Punishment

1 This period saw rapid population growth and increased urbanisation meant more 

opportunities for crime. There was significant poverty in the cities and enforcing crime 

became more problematic. There was a change in attitudes too – prisons were for 

reforming criminals and not just punishing them. Important individuals in this time 

included John Howard, a prison reformer, and Robert Peel, the founder of the 

Metropolitan Police. 

Key events

2 1690 – Excise duty extended to salt, leather and soap and mounted customs officers 
introduced.

3 1716 – Last known execution for witchcraft.

4 1723 – Black Act makes poaching game or damaging forest a capital crime. 

5 1735 – Witchcraft Act decriminalised witchcraft.

6 1748 – Fielding brothers set up the Bow Street Runners.

7 1778 – Transportation to Australia introduced. 

8 1789 – French Revolution. 

9 1810- 222 crimes are capital offences.

10 1816- The  first national prison opens at Millbank, London to hold convicts awaiting 
transportation. 

11 1823 – Black Act repealed.

12 1829- Metropolitan Police Act

13 1832 – 60 crimes are capital offences. 

14 1835 – Gaols Act introduces inspection of prisons. 

15 1842 – Pentonville prison set up on the site of old Millbank prison. 

16 1850 – Import taxes cut and large scale smuggling reduced.

17 1856 – Police Act makes it compulsory for all towns and counties to set up a police force. 

18 1868 – Public execution ended. 

19 1869 – National Crime Records established.

20 1877 – All prisons are brought under government authority. 

21 1878 – Criminal Investigations Department set up.

22 1898 – Prison Act emphasises rehabilitation and reform of prisoners. 

23 1902 – Holloway Prison for women opens/ first conviction in court using fingerprint 
evidence. 

Key Concepts

24 Smuggling and highway robbery became less common in the C19th.

25 There were increasingly harsh and unpopular laws against poaching but they were 
repealed in the 1820’s. 

26 The growth of the prison system meant that an alternative punishment to transportation 
was available. 

27 Early C18th law enforcement continued to use similar methods to the early modern period 
but the establishment of the Bow Street Runners was a very important development in 
policing that laid the foundations for the Metropolitan Police Act. 

28 The government was concerned with punishing wrongdoing and deterring others from 
crime by ensuring conditions were sufficiently harsh.

Key Words

29 Smugglers People who brought goods into the country and sold them on, without paying duties. 

30 Hawkhurst Gang A large smuggler gang which operated in the South East of England from 1735 to 1749. 

31 William Pitt Prime Minister who lowered import duties and who helped to reduce smuggling. 

32 Highway Robbery Threatening and attacking travellers and forcing them to hand over valuable 
possessions.

33 Turnpikes Roads with a toll gate.

34 Jack Shepherd/ Dick Turpin Famous highwaymen. 

35 Tolpuddle Martyrs Men from the village of Tolpuddle in Dorset who formed an early trade union. 

36 Martyr A person who suffers for their beliefs, and often is admired for it. 

37 George Loveless Leader of the Tolpuddle Martyrs.

38 Trade Union An organisation that represents workers to protect their rights. 

39 Transportation Criminals were sent to America and later Australia as punishment for their crimes. 

40 Home Secretary The government minister with responsibility for law and order. 

41 Hulk Disused ships used as floating prisons just offshore. 
42 Inhumane Cruel, without compassion. 

43 The Tyburn Tree The most famous place for public executions. The tree could hang 24 people at once. 

44 Tread wheel A common form of hard labour where the prisoner walked up the wheel for 10 minutes 
at a time with a 5 minute break before the next stint. 

45 John Howard Campaigner for prison reform.

46 Elizabeth Fry Campaigner for prison reform.

47 Humanitarianism A school of thinking based on the principle that all humans are equal and inhumane 
treatment of other human beings should be challenged. 

48 Bow Street Runners A crime fighting team, established in London, in 1748, by the Chief Magistrate, Henry 
Fielding. By 1785, they were officially paid by the government. 

49 Metropolitan Police Act Gave London a uniformed police force. Set up by Home Secretary, Robert Peel. 

50 Prototype A new idea or design that is tried out before more versions are made. 

51 Separate system Prisoners were kept apart as much as possible. 

52 Pentonville Prison Designed as a model prison by Joshua Jebb. 

53 Psychosis A confused state where sufferers have hallucinations and delusions – seeing and 
imagining things that are not really there. 

54 Hard labour, hard fare and hard 
board

Physically demanding work, boring and bland diet and wooden board beds. 

55 Robert Peel Home Secretary responsible for bringing in a wide range of changes to criminal law and 
for reforming prisons. Some historians call him the ‘father of modern policing’. 

56 Penal Involving punishments.
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Year 9– Trinity term - History – Paper 1- c.1900-Present: Modern England Learning – loving – living 
Crime and Punishment from 1900 to the Present

1 The role of the government in people’s lives grew as did the 

role of the state in enforcing the law. Social attitudes 

changes which led to some activities being decriminalised 

while others were made illegal for the first time. 

Development in science and technology and better methods 

of communication led to advances in crime prevention and 

detection. There has been changing attitudes about the 

rehabilitation of offenders. 

Key events

2 1901 – Fingerprint Branch is set up at New Scotland Yard.

3 1916- Conscription introduced. 

4 1920’s – women recruited into police force.

5 1950- Death penalty for Timothy Evans who was hanged for 
murdering his wife and baby. This was a miscarriage of 
justice.

6 1953- Death penalty for Dreck Bentley. Hanged for the 
murder of a police officer. He had not fired the gun himself, 
had learning difficulties and a low mental age.

7 1955 – Death penalty for Ruth Ellis. Hanged for the murder 
of her violent and abusive boyfriend.

8 1965 – Death penalty abolished for most crimes. 

9 1967 – Sexual Offences Act

10 1968 – Abortion Act and Race Relations Act

11 1976 – Domestic Violence Act

12 1980 – Police National Computer is launched. 

13 1991 – Law recognises rape within marriage as a crime.

14 1995 – National Automatic Fingerprint Identification System 
and National DNA Database set up. 

15 1998- Death penalty abolished for all crimes. 

16 2000- Terrorism Act
17 2005 – Criminal Justice Act raises severity of ‘hate crimes’.
18 2006 – Racial and Religious Hatred Act
19 2015- Modern Slavery Act

Key Concepts

20 Changing social attitudes cause changes in the law. 

21 New technologies create new crimes. 

22 Important developments in modern policing include
increased use of science and technology, more emphasis on 
crime prevention and increasing co-operation and co-
ordination at national level. 

23 In the C20th, there has been increasing specialisation in 
policing. 

24 During the C20th, there has been changing attitudes about 
the purpose of prisons and types of punishments and the 
death penalty has been abolished. 

Key Words

25 Homosexuality Sam sex relationships were decriminalised in 1967.

26 Sexual Revolution Growing liberal attitudes towards sex in the 1960’s. 

27 The Crime A crime motivated by prejudice against the victim’s race, gender, disability or sexual orientation.

28 Homophobic Prejudice against people who are gay. 

29 Multicultural Lots of different nationalities living in an area/country.

30 Injunction An order issued by a court to forbid a particular action or behaviour. An injunction can include instructions to stay away 
from a person or a place. 

31 Coercive behaviour Using force or threats towards a partner.

32 Abortion To end a pregnancy.

33 Social crimes Crimes in society that many accept to a degree e.g. tax evasion, copyright. 

34 Terrorism The use of violence, fear and intimidation to publicise a political cause. 
35 IRA Irish Republic Army – wanted political independence from the rest of the UK.
36 Al-Qaeda and Isis Islamic Fundamentalist Terrorist Organisations.
37 People Trafficking People from poorer countries being brought to the UK and forced to work for very low wages or no wages.
38 Cybercrime This is any crime that is carried out using the internet and other digital technologies. 
39 Fraud Impersonating other people or businesses to make money illegally. 
40 Copyright This is the right of an artist or company to be recognised and aid as the creator of their work. 
41 Extortion Making people pay money by using threats or blackmail.
42 Biometric Testing His uses unique body characteristics like fingerprints or eye patterns to restrict access to date, places an buildings. 

43 Neighbourhood Watch A local committee of people who raise awareness about crime and encourage neighbours to keep an eye on each 
others’ property. 

44 Police Community 
Support Officer

Work with police officers and have some, but not all, of their responsibilities. 

45 Vigilance To keep a watchful eye for danger.
46 Active citizenship People taking an active role in their community in order to improve it. 
47 Abolished Banned or made illegal.
48 Liberal Open to new ideas.
49 Age of criminal

responsibility
The age at which a person is judged to be mature enough to understand their actions. A person who has reached the 
age of criminal responsibility can be prosecuted and punished for their crimes. 

50 Borstal A prison for boys only.
51 Electronic Tagging The court orders a person convicted of a crime to wear an electronic tag to monitor their movements.
52 Anti-Social Behaviour 

Order
A court places restrictions on what a person can do. 

53 Community service People convicted of minor offences are ordered to do supervised work to improve their local community. 

54 Restorative justice A criminal meets the victim of their crime to talk about what they have done and the impact it has had on others. 

55 Conscription Compulsive military service. 
56 Conscientious Objectors Men who refused to fight.

57 Pacifists/ absolutists People who believe that fighting is wrong. 
58 Auxiliary work Support work
59 White feather A symbol of cowardice.
60 Propaganda Deliberate mass persuasion.
61 Peace Pledge Union An organisation founded in the 1930’s that opposed was and sought to find peaceful means to resolve conflicts around 

the world. 
62 Pardon To let a person off the punishment after they have been convicted of a crime. 
63 Joint enterprise When an accomplice to a crime is held jointly responsible for the crime. Christopher Craig was the accomplice of Derek 

Bentley but he couldn't be hanged as he was 16. 
64 Diminished responsibility Not being fully in control of your actions, for example, because of mental illness. 23
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Whitechapel

1 The lives of inhabitants of Whitechapel were tough and the 

policing of such an area was difficult too. 

Key events

2 1829 – Founding of the Metropolitan Police.

3 1840’s – Irish immigration to the East End

4 1842 – A detective Department added to the MET. 

5 1878 – A CID Department set up. 

6 1873 - Great Depression – brought widespread unemployment
and poverty. 

7 1875 – Artisan’s Dwelling Act; a slum clearance programme. 
Peabody Estate opened in 1881.

8 1880’s – A wave of Russian immigration as a Jew was blamed for 
the assassination of Tsar Alexander II. 

9 1885 – Dynamite Saturday – When the Fenians (Irish Nationalists) 
launched attacks on central London landmarks. 

10 1887 – ‘Bloody Sunday’ when the Metropolitan Police attempted 
to stop a demonstration in Trafalgar Square. 

11 1888 – Serial murders of Jack the Ripper.
.

12 1890 – The Houses of the Working Classes Act  opened the way for 
the new London County Council to begin housing development 
schemes to replace slums with mass low cost housing.
The Public Health Amendment Act - gave more powers to local 
councils to improve toilets, paving, rubbish collection and other 
sanitary services. 

Key Concepts

13 Living conditions – The poor of Whitechapel were herded 

together in noisy and filthy courts. Prostitution, unemployment 

and poverty were common place. 

14 Statistics – These can present historians with numerous problems. 

15 Anti Police feeling – There was a feeling that the police favoured 

the middle and upper classes against the poor. Also police were 

expected to manage a variety of tasks that could be termed social 

work tasks. 

16 Attempts to improve living conditions - Peabody Estate and 

Barnado’s. 

Key Words

19 Whitechapel A district in the East End of London. Ruled by gangs. Immigrant area. High levels of homelessness, poverty and crime. 

20 Workhouse/ doss 

house

Offered a bed and food in return for hard labour. 

21 Residuum A criminal underclass born to steal, lie and rob.  

22 Charles Booth Shipping owner and led investigations into poverty

23 H Division of the 

Metropolitan Police

Had to investigate crime in Whitechapel

24 Home Secretary Based in Westminster. He had little control over local police forces outside of London but the Metropolitan Police reported directly to him. 

25 Watch Committee A group of local politicians or law professionals set up to monitor the work of police forces. 

26 Manpower There were only 13.319 men in the MET in a population of just over 5 million. Only 1,383 were available for duty at any one time. 

28 Penny Dreadful A Victorian tabloid. 

29 Sir Charles Warren Metropolitan Police Commissioner from 1886. `

30 Metropolitan Police Investigated crime in London and was controlled directly by the government. Did not patrol the City of London which had its own police force. 

31 Sanitation Conditions associated with public health, such as running water and sewerage systems. 

32 Pollution Wind carried smoke and stinking gas fumes through the maze like streets of the East End. 

33 Rookeries Overcrowded slum areas characterised by dirt, disease and crime. 

34 Lodging house Squalid accommodation which was rented for 8 hour sleeping shifts a day. 

35 Barnado’s An attempt to prevent young people from going into the workhouse. It’s motto was ‘No Destitute Child Ever Refused Admission’. 

36 Navvies Men who did labouring jobs on canals, roads, railways and as dockers. 

37 Special Branch Designed to counter Irish terrorism and protect London from an Irish nationalist group called the Fenians. 

38 Pogroms A Russian word describing a government supported attack on the Jews. 

39 Anarchy A political movement that opposes all forms of organised government. Mikhail Bukanin was the leading anarchist of the time. Associated with Eastern 

Europeans. 

40 Socialist Someone who believes that poor people would get a better deal if the government nationalised (took over) important industries and services and ran them for 

the good of all – not for profit.

41 Capitalist Someone who believes individuals should be free to own property and businesses and make a profit. 

42 Blacklegging Working during strikes. 

43 Anti-semitism Hatred against Jews.

44 Sensationalist Describing events in a deliberately exaggerated style to shock and impress. 

45 Satirical Using humour or exaggeration to mock current affairs.

46 Stereotyping Assuming all members of a group are alike – for example, looking similar, or having similar views. 

47 Beat The area the policeman is to patrol. 

48 Prostitute A person who offers sexual activity in return for a payment.

49 Brothel A house where one or more prostitutes work. 

50 Gin palace Extravagant, richly decorated gas lit shop selling gin across the counter. Gin was a cheaply available, potent alcohol, popular with the poor. The light and 

splendour made a stark contract with the dark, dirty streets. 

51 Opium den A place where the drug opium was sold and smoked. Despite the name, the places could vary in appearance from an elegant bar room to a dark cellar. 

52 Protection rackets Gangs like the Bessarabian Tigers and the Odessians demanded protection money from small business owners. 

53 Frederick Abberline Inspector who led the investigation into the Ripper murders. 

54 Lunatic asylum The Victorian term for a psychiatric hospital. 

55 Alibi Proof that an accused person was in some other place at the time a crime was committed. 

56 Post mortem A detailed examination of a person’s body to try and discover the cause of death.

57 Dissecting Cutting an animal or human body into parts, usually as part of a scientific investigation. 

58 Forensic Using scientific methods and techniques to investigate crime.

59 Bertillon system Combined physical measurements, photography and record keeping to identify repeat criminals. 

60 Mug Shot A head and shoulders photograph, typically taken of a person after arrest. 

61 Whitechapel Vigilance

Committee

Set up by businessmen due to the police’s lack of progress in catching Jack the Ripper. 

17 Anti Jewish feeling – By 1888, the Jewish population of parts of 

Whitechapel had grown to 95% of the total. Jewish settlers were 

resented as they tended to find work quickly, they would accept 

lower wages, they ran tailoring businesses on the sweatshop 

model, they worked Sundays and the religious and cultural rules 

about food and clothing made them stand out. 

18 Jack the Ripper – The murderer of 5 prostitutes (Mary Ann Nichols, 

Annie Chapman, Elizabeth Stride, Catherine Eddowes, and Mary 

Jane Kelly) in the Whitechapel area in 1888 was known by this 

name. The cases highlighted the challenges and inadequacy of the 

existing police force and shone a spotlight on the troubled area of 

Whitechapel. 
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Key Words

Believer’s Baptism Service where those old enough to decide for 

themselves are welcomed into the church

Christmas Christian festival which celebrates the 

incarnation (birth) of Christ

Consecration When a priest blesses bread and wine in order 

to use it for Eucharist

Easter Christian festival which celebrates the 

resurrection of Christ

Eucharist Service where bread and wine is received by 

Christians to remember Jesus’ sacrifice

Evangelism Spreading the word of God through action or 

speech

Infant Baptism Service where babies are welcomed into the 

church with holy water

Liturgical Worship Formal worship with set prayers, hymns and 

Bible readings

Mission The calling to spread the word of God and 

evangelise

Non-liturgical worship Worship with no set pattern, may have 

modern music and sermons

Persecution Hostility and ill-treatment of a group of 

people

Pilgrimage Going on a journey to visit a holy site

Prayer A communication with God, can be private or 

during worship

Reconciliation Restoring friendly relations after a conflict or 

falling out

Year 9– Trinity term - religious studies– Christian PRACTICES Learning – loving – living 
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1. The Oneness of God

• One of the most important beliefs for 

Muslims is Tawhid (the belief that there is 

only one God).

• This belief is repeated daily in the Shahadah

(one of the five pillars).

• A Muslim’s most important duty is to 

declare faith in one God.

• God is unique. No one can picture God 

which is why there isn’t any pictures or 

statues of Him in Islam.

• God is the only creator and controller of 

everything.

• Muslims believe they should accept 

whatever happens as the will of God 

(supremacy of God’s will)

‘Say, He is God the One, God the eternal’. 

Quran 112:1-4

2. Nature of Allah 

Muslims believe God is:

-Immanent (present in earth and involved with humanity)

-Transcendent (outside life and beyond understanding)

-Omnipotent (all-powerful)

-Beneficent (all-loving and all-good)

-Merciful (compassionate and forgiving)

-Just (fair and judges humans actions)

‘There is no God but Him, the Creator of all things’. Qur’an 6:102

‘He is with you wherever you are’. Qur’an 57:4

3. Angels

Muslims believe angels bring the words of God 
to the prophets. They have no free will and are 
made from elements of light. Their roles are:

• Messengers
• Guardians of people
• Recording actions of humans

• An angel of death

• Purify hearts

• Bring natural disasters

‘Jibril:

• Archangel

• Relayed the Qur’an to Muhammad

• Guided Muhammad through his entire life

• Mika’il:
• Archangel
• Angel of Mercy

• Responsible for sending rain, thunder and 

lightning

4. Life after death

-Death isn’t the end it is a new stage of life called Akhirah.

-After death you lie in the grave waiting for the day of Judgment this 

is called Barzakh.

-Angels are sent to question them about their life. If they are good 

and honest they will be rewarded if they are bad an untruthful they 

will be punished.

The Day of Judgement

 When God’s purpose for the world has been fulfilled He will 

destroy it

 The world will be transformed into a new world

 Everyone who has ever lived will be resurrected and judged by 

God. 

 If people are given the book of deeds in their right hands they will 

go to heaven, if it is in their left they will go to hell. 

Heaven and Hell

Heaven:

• Described as the gardens of happiness

• It is a reward for faith and good deeds

‘A reward for what they used to do’. Quran 56:24

Hell:

• Described as a place of fire and great torment

• Punishment for those who reject God and do evil

‘They will dwell amid scorching wind and scalding water in the 

shadow of black smoke, neither cool nor refreshing’. Quran 56:42-

44
8. Holy Book - The Quran:

• The Qur’an is the direct word of God, which was revealed to 

Muhammad over a period of around 22 years.

• Contains the foundation of every believer’s faith. 

• Is most sacred of all the holy books.

• Is infallible (without error and non-changing)

• Contains a mixture of historical accounts and advice on how to 

follow God.

• There are 114 surahs (chapters) in total.

• Those who can recite the Qur’an from memory are given the title 

‘Hafiz’.

‘This is the Scripture in which there is no doubt, containing guidance 

for those who are mindful of God’. Qur’an 2:2
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6. Predestination

Sunni:

• Believe God has already determined everything that will happen in the 

universe.

• Linked to Sunni belief of the supremacy of God’s will.

• Doesn’t mean that people have no choice about how they behave.

‘Only what God has decreed will happen to us’. Qur’an 9:51

Shi’a:
• Believe that God knows everything that is going to happen, but does not 

decide what is going to happen. 
• Shi’a Muslims do not see conflict between supremacy of God’s will and 

human freed to act freely and make choices as God knows what you will 
choose but does not choose for you.

‘God does not change the condition of a people [for the worse0 unless 

they change what is in themselves’. Qur’an 13:11

7. Muhammad

• Muhammad received the final revelation of Islam from God. 

• Known as the last and greatest prophet.

• Religious from an early age and would go into the mountains to a cave 

to pray and meditate.

• In 610CE on Mount Hira received his first revelation from God through 

the angel Jibril.

• For more than 20 years received further revelations, which were 

combined together to make the Qur’an.

• 3 years after the first revelation began preaching the words he received 

and continued to do it for the rest of his life.

• He challenged the people of Makkah to give up their sinful ways 

(cheating, drinking, gambling and idol worshipping).

• Was persecuted by the leaders of Makkah and so fled from the city in 

622CE. This is known as the Hijrah (departure) and marks the beginning 

of the Ummah (worldwide community). 

• Before the departure Muhammad was taken on an amazing experience 

where Jibril took him to Jerusalem.  Muhammad was carried on a horse 

like creature with wings. From Jerusalem he ascended to heaven and 

saw signs of Gods and spoke to prophets such a Isa. This is where he 

was told to pray 5 times a day. This journey is known as the Night 

Journey.

• ‘Muhammad is not the father of any one of you men; he is God’s 

Messenger and the seal of prophets: God knows everything’. Qur’an 

33:40

10. The Imamate

• When Muhammad died it wasn’t 

clear who should succeed him.

• Muslims split in to two groups Sunni 

and Shi’a.

• Sunni’s elected Abu Bakr as their 

first Caliph (leader, teacher).

• Shi’a believe that Muhammad 

named his cousin Ali as his successor 

so he became the first Imam. 

• For Shi’as it was important that Ali 

took control because they believe 

that Muhammad appointed him 

under divine instruction and 

leadership should follow in the 

family line.

• When Ali died his son became the 

Imam. Each Imam that followed was 

the son of the previous Imam. 

• The Twelver Branch of Shi’a Islam 

believe that there have been twelve 

Imams in total. The last one they 

believe has been kept alive by God 

and is hidden somewhere on earth 

who will return to bring peace, 

justice and equality.

• The Twelver’s believe that the 

Imams not only rule but are able to 

interpret the Qur’an and Shari’ah

Law 

• They believe that the receiving of 

God’s law was through Muhammad 

but guiding people comes through 

the Imams.

• The Imamate is the name given to 

the appointment of the Imams and 

is important because people need 

divine guidance to know how to live 

correctly.

9. Sunni and Shi’a Islam

Sunni:

• When Muhammad died the majority of Muslims thought that only the 

Qur’an and Sunnah had the authority to guide the beliefs and behaviour of 

Muslims.

• They elected Caliphs to act on behalf of God and Muhammad. They do not 

make the laws; they just enforce them. 

• These Muslims became known as Sunni (meaning followers of the 

Sunnah).

Shi’a:

• Another group believed that Muhammad named his cousin Ali as his 

successor. 

• Ali and his supporters thought that the true leader had to be a descendent 

of Muhammad and chosen by God. 

• Ali’s claims to be leader were ignored by many Muslims.

• Over time a split developed between those who followed Ali (the Shi’as) 

and the Sunnis. 

• Shi’as have their own interpretations of the Law and only accept sayings of 

Muhammad which have been passed down through Ali or his followers.

Six Articles of Faith in Sunni Islam:

• There is only one God Allah.

• Angels communicate the message of God to humans.

• The Qur’an is the most important writing and the highest authority in 

Islam.

• Muhammad is the most important prophet of God.

• The Day of Judgement is when all humanity will be judged by God and sent 

to paradise or hell. 

• The supremacy of God’s will means that God already know but also makes 

happen everything that occurs in the world and in human lives.

The Five Roots of ‘Usul ad-Din’ in Shi’a Islam:

1. Tawhid means that God is one.

2. Prophethood means accepting that Muhammad is God’s last prophet.

3. God is just and wise and cannot do wrong. He holds humans accountable 

for their actions.

4. The Imamate means accepting that twelve Imams are the leader of Islam 

and guard the truth of the religion without error.

5. After death you will be resurrected and judged by God. 

Year 9– Trinity term - religious studies– Islamic beliefs Learning – loving – living 
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What is respiration?

• When we breathe in, air moves from mouth and nose down into 
the trachea. 

• The trachea carries air from the throat to the lungs
• The inner surface of the trachea is covered in tiny hairs called cilia, 

which catch particles of dust, which are then removed when 
coughing. 

• The trachea divides into two tubes called bronchi, one entering the 
left lung and the other entering the right lung. 

• Once inside the lung the bronchi splits several ways, forming 
smaller and smaller bronchi. 

• The small bronchi then divide into
bronchioles which are tiny 

(diameter of less than 1mm). 
• At the end of the bronchioles
are the openings to the alveoli. 

• There are usually several alveoli coming from one bronchiole, 
forming a clump which often looks like a bunch of grapes.

• The function of the alveoli is the exchange of gases. 
• Capillaries that carry the blood surround the alveoli. 
• The exchange of oxygen from the lungs into the blood and the 

exchange of carbon dioxide in the blood from these capillaries 
occur through the walls of the alveoli.  

Breathing Mechanism
Breathing is a two way process – inspiration and expiration.
Inspiration – inhaling/intake of air into the lungs which increases the volume 
of the chest cavity (chest puffs out!)
Expiration – exhale/expulsion of air from the lungs decreasing volume of 
chest cavity. 
Both inspiration and expiration use the diaphragm and intercostal muscles. 
When the muscles contract they cause the cavity to increase in size and 
therefore in volume. 
Inspiration
During inspiration – the breathing muscles contract
Contraction of the diaphragm causes it to flatten which makes the chest 
cavity bigger. 
Contraction of the intercostal muscles causes the ribs to rise, thus also 
increasing size of chest cavity. 
When the chest expands, its volume increases, reducing the pressure in the 
chest and air is drawn into the lungs. 
Air goes from high pressure outside body, to low pressure inside lungs.
Exspiration
During expiration– the breathing muscles relax
The diaphragm curves and returns to its dome shape. 
The weight of the ribs causes them to go back to where they were and this 
reduces the volume in the chest. 
Reduction of the chest cavity increases the pressure of the air in the lungs 
and causes is to exhale. 
The breathing muscles then relax.
Keywords:
Diaphragm                     Increase
Intercostal muscles      Decrease
Relax                               Ribs
Contract                         Pressure
Volume
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The ArteriesBlood Vessels

Function of the Artery
• Arteries carry OXYGENATED blood AWAY from the heart.
• Blood in artery is under the highest pressure
• They have muscular walls that can adjust their diameter 

(lumen) to increase or decrease blood flow
• Vasodilation – increasing size to allow more blood through 

(happens during exercise so more blood can get to muscles)
• Vasoconstriction – decrease in size to allow less blood flow 

through. 
Function of the Vein
• Veins carry DEOXYGENATED blood the heart.
• They have much thinner walls compared with arteries 

because 
• They have a internal diameter (lumen).
• Veins have to prevent blood flowing .

Function of the Capillaries

• Very thin blood vessels that join arteries (carrying blood away from the 
heart) and veins (which carry blood back to the heart)

• The thin walls of the capillaries allow for gases to be exchanged – oxygen to 
pass through to the blood. 

• Nutrients and waste products can also diffuse from the capillaries into the 
blood. 

The HEART

The Cardiac Cycle and 
Pathway of Blood

There are two phases of the cardiac cycle
Diastole – heart ventricles are relaxed and the heart fills with blood
Systole – the ventricles contract and eject the blood pumping it to the arteries. 
One cardiac cycle is completed when the heart fills with blood and the blood is pumped out of 
the heart. 
Valves are found in the heart, pressure forces them open and close in order to prevent backflow 
– blood always travels in one direction.

Year 9– Trinity term – GCSE Physical education- cardio respiratory system Learning – loving – living 
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Skill and Ability
Skills – are learned and, when mastered, are consistently done in a way that 
looks good and shows good technique.
Abilities – are inherited from parents. They are known as traits which remain 
fairly stable throughout life. Abilities can help performers learn new skills 
quicker.
Do you have natural ability in a sport?

Classification of Skills
Skills are put into groups/categories – Skill Classification

The basic to complex continuum
The Open to closed continuum
The Self paced to externally paced continuum
The gross to fine continuum.
The Basic to Complex Continuum
How do you decide if someone has basic or complex skills?
Ask the following questions:
Who is the skill being taught to? A beginner or more experienced performer?
How much decision making is involved – do you have to use high level thinking?
Are the movements easy to carry out without much experience?

A – A forward Roll

B – A double somersault

The Open to Closed Continuum

To determine whether something is an open or a closed skill, it is 
all dependent on the environment.

Open Skill – A skill which is performed in a certain way to deal 
with a changing or unstable environment, e.g. to outwit an 
opponent.
Closed Skill – A skill which is not affected by the environment or 
performers within it. It tends to be done the same way each time.

A – Football Pass                           B - Penalty

The self-paced to externally-paced Continuum

Self-paced Skill – The skill is started when the performer decides 
to start it. The speed, rate and pace of the skill is controlled by 
the performer.

Externally-paced Skill – The skill is started because of an external 
factor. The speed, rate and pace of the skill is controlled by 
external factors, e.g. opponent.

Year 9– Trinity term – GCSE Physical education- skill classification Learning – loving – living 
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Key vocabulary

Bubble sortWorks by repeatedly going through the list to be sorted, comparing each pair of adjacent elements. If the elements are in the wrong 
order they are swapped, else they are left in position.

Insertion sort Sorts data one element at a time. The algorithm takes one data item from the list and places it in the correct location in the 

list. This process is

repeated until there are no more unsorted items in the list. More efficient than bubble sort.

Merge sort This is a two‐stage sort. Firstly the list is split in half into sub lists repeatedly. The algorithm stops splitting the lists when each list has only 
1 element in it. The second stage involves repeatedly merging the lists in order until there is only one sub list remaining.

Figure 1: bubble sort
Figure 2: insertion sort

Figure 1: merge sort

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/bubble-
sort/ https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/insertion-

sort/
https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/merge-

sort/

Use links provided to understand how to apply method too.

Year 9– Trinity term – computer science- sorting Learning – loving – living 
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A. Key Terms

Keyword Description 

7. Pattern A design that is created by 

repeating lines, shapes, tones or 

colours. The design used to 

create a pattern is often referred 

to as a motif. Motifs can be 

simple shapes or complex 

arrangements

2.  Weight The thickness of a mark or 

brushstroke 

3. To Block in to BLOCK IN: to fill in an empty 

area in an image with a certain 

colour before adding fine details 

such as shadows and highlights.

4. Composition how objects or figures are 

arranged in the frame of an 

image

5. 

Contemporary

Living or occurring at the same 

time.

6. Negative 

Space

When drawing shapes, you must 

consider the size and position as 

well as the shape of the area 

around it. The shapes created in 

the spaces between shapes are 

referred to as negative space.

7. Geometric characterized by or decorated 

with regular lines and shapes.

"a geometric pattern"

B. Pattern 

C. Painting techniques 

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

B1: Radial Symmetry 
A pattern that rotates 
around a central axis. 

B2: Symmetry 
the quality of being 
made up of exactly 
similar parts facing each 
other or around an axis.

B3: Tesselation
A tessellation of a flat 
surface is the tiling of a 
plane using one or more 
geometric shapes, called 
tiles, with no overlaps and 
no gaps. 
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Nutritional needs of people at different life stages

Babies and Toddlers
• Milk only for first 4-6 

months

• Weaning occurs from 

6 months – introduce a 

wide variety of 

textures and colours 

• Avoid nuts (choking 

hazard), salt and sugar

Pre-school children
• Balanced diet needed –

in line with Eatwell Guide 
from 12 months

• High needs for energy 
and protein due to rapid 
growth and constant 
movement

• Full fat dairy products 
should be consumed

• Salt and sugar should be 
avoided

Children
• Balanced diet needed

– in line with Eatwell 

Guide from 12 months

• High needs for energy 

and protein due to 

rapid growth and 

constant movement

• 5-a-day is 

recommended

Teenagers
Increased needs for iron 

in teenage girls due to 

menstruation

Calcium intake & vitamin 

D are really important to 

ensure Peak Bone Mass is 

reached – setting up 

bone health for life

Many UK teenagers are 

lacking in calcium, iron 

and vitamin A.

Adults
No more growth means 

less energy is needed for 

adults than teenagers

Well balanced diet 

modelled on the Eatwell 

Guide essential. 

Many UK adults eat too 

much fat, too much salt 

and not enough fruit and 

vegetables.

Elderly

Sedentary older people 

have reduced energy 

requirements. Calcium 

and vitamin D are very 

important to prevent 

osteoporosis. 

Some elderly people can 

be at risk of Vitamin D 

deficiency

May have issues getting 

access to food due to 

mobility issues

May also be at risk of lack 

of variety of nutrients due 

to poor absorption. 

Pregnancy & Lactation
Because the body becomes more efficient at absorption during pregnancy, normal 

nutritional requirements apply until the last third of pregnancy, when some extra 

energy and calcium is required. Pregnant and lactating ladies should eat a varied 

diet rich in fresh fruit and vegetables and wholegrains (in line with the Eatwell Guide).

There are some foods to avoid:

• Unpasteurised milk products and undercooked meats/cured meat products –

they may contain listeria which is harmful to unborn babies

• Pate, liver and liver products – due to high vitamin A content (Vitamin A is harmful 

to unborn babies if eaten in large quantities)

• Swordfish, marlin and shark as they are high in mercury which can be harmful to 

unborn baby,

Quick test

1. Explain what food miles are. 

2. Why is it important that the origins of food 

can be traced? 

3. Which two gases contribute to global 

warming? 

4 What is the outer skin on the wheat grain 

called?

5. What type of flour is need to make bread?

6. Give two examples of recipes that depend 

on gelation of ingredients.

7. Give two examples of recipes that depend 

on coagulation of egg protein

8. Give one example of a recipe that depends 

on the denaturation of egg protein 

1

1 4

1
3

1

5

1

6

1

7

1

2

1

8

1
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Scientific method for NEA 1
1. Research
Gathering data or information about the 
ingredient(s) that you are investigating.

2. Hypothesis
An idea, prediction or explanation that you 
then test through experimentation

3. Investigation
practical work that is undertaken by 
experimentation to prove or disprove the 

hypothesis.

4. Fair test
An experiment that tests exactly the same 
thing during the investigation. E.g biscuits 
made should be cut out using the same 
cutter

5. Control
The part of the experiment that stays the 
same.  This ensures that a ‘Fair Test’ is 
carried out.

6. Independent variable
The part of the experiment that is changed

7. Dependent variable
The outcome of the experiment that can 
be measured

8.  Analysis
Explanation of the results linked to the 
data.  Link back to research

9. Annotate
Add information to a photograph or chart

10. Sensory testing and tasting
Measuring the outcomes of experiment 
using the senses to describe outcomes

11. Conclusion
Outcome or result 

12. Evaluation
To judge the worth of 

Keywords

International cuisine

1. Cuisine. A style  characteristic of a particular country or region 

with which specific ingredients, cooking methods, presentation 

and serving styles are associated.

2. Traditional foods.  Food typically  eaten by geographical, 

cultural, social or religious groupings, often using specific methods 

of preparation or cooking.

3. Culinary traditions

4. Meal structure.  Typical eating pattern of a culture.

Food provenance

1. Food miles.  The distance a food is transported from the field or 

food producer to the plate or consumer.

2. Carbon footprint. The amount of carbon  that has been 

produced during the growing, processing and distribution of a 

food product.

3. Global warming.  The gradual heating of the Earth’s surface, 

oceans and atmosphere.

4. Food security.  When all people at all time have access to 

sufficient, safe and nutritious food, to maintain a healthy and 

active life.

Setting mixtures

1. Coagulation.  When  protein denatures and forms a solid 

structure. E.g. in a fried egg

2. Denaturation. Unravelling of bonds that hold amino acids 

together in proteins and the creation of a different structure of 

proteins e.g. in whisked egg white to stiff peaks

3. Gelation solidifying a mixture by chilling or freezing

Key points

Nutritional needs change throughout life, but 
everyone needs to consider the current healthy 

eating guidelines when planning meals. 

If you can’t tolerate certain foods you have to 
change your diet

Some religions have their own dietary rules and 
laws.

Allergy to nuts can cause anaphylaxis

Traditional British food includes hearty dishes 
such as fish and chips, roast beef and Yorkshire 
pudding and Full English breakfast.

British eating patterns tend to include 3 meals a 
day; breakfast, lunch and dinner

European eating habits can be very similar to 
British eating habits with 3 meals a day

Other international cuisines include Chinese, 
Indian, and American; the style of dish and 
types of ingredients can vary considerably 
according to region 

9

1

10

1

11

1
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Properties and characteristics of materials

Absorbency To be able to soak up liquid easily.

Strength The capacity of an object or substance to 

withstand great force or pressure.

Elasticity The ability of an object or material to 

resume its normal shape after being 

stretched or compressed; stretchiness.

Plasticity The quality of being easily shaped or 

moulded.

Malleability To be able to be hammered or pressed 

into shape without breaking or cracking.

Density The quantity of mass per unit volume of 

a substance 

Effectiveness The degree to which something is 

successful in producing a desired result; 

success.

Durability The ability to withstand wear, pressure, 

or damage.

SI Base Units

unit abb physical quantity Smallest    - - - - - - - Largest

metre m length Micrometer, millimeter, centimeter, 

meter

second s time Microsecond, millisecond, seconds

kilogram kg mass Milligram, gram, kilogram

ampere A electric current Micro amp, milliamp, amp, kiloamp

kelvin K thermodynamic 

temperature

Kelvin, degrees Celsius

candela cd luminous intensity Microcandela, millicandela, candela

mole mol amount of substance Nanomole, micromole, millimole, mole

Engineering Disciplines

Mechanical Hydraulics, gears, pulleys.

Electrical Power station, household appliances, integrated circuits

Aerospace Aircraft, space vehicles, missiles

Communications Telephone, radio, fibre optic

Chemical Pharmaceuticals, fossil fuels, food and drink

Civil Bridges, roads, rail

Automotive Cars, motorcycles, trains

Biomedical Prosthetics, medical devices, radiotherapy

Software Applications, systems, programming

Understand the making Process

1 Preparation Drawing, CAD, sketches, plans.

2 Marking Out Pencil, scribe, steel rule, tri square, marking gauge, calipers, centre 

punch.

3 Modification Saw, jigsaw, scroll saw, laser cutter, pliers, hammer, drill, file, glass 

paper.

4 Joining Riveting gun, spanner, screwdriver, hot glue, gun , soldering iron, nail 

gun.

5 Finishing Hand sander, glass paper, disc sander, buffing wheel, polish, spray paint, 

varnish.

Health & Safety Legislation

Health and 

Safety at work 

Act – an 

agreement to 

keep us safe.

Personal       

Protective     

Equipment – to 

protect your 

body.

Manual 

Handling 

Operations –

lifting and 

carrying.

Control of    

Substances 

Hazardous to 

Health –

chemicals.

Reporting of 

Injuries RIDDOR 

– keeping a log 

of accidents.

Materials – Ferrous metals  - containing IRON

Cast iron High carbon steel Low carbon steel Stainless steel

Good compressive 

strength, good for 

casting.

Strong and hard but 

difficult to form.

Tough and low cost. Strong and hard, good 

corrosion resistance.

Materials – NON Ferrous metals / alloys – containing NO iron

Aluminium Copper (pure 

metal)

Brass (alloy of 

65% copper 

35% zinc)

Bronze (alloy 

of 90% copper 

10% tin)

Lead (pure 

metal)

Zinc (pure 

metal)

Light, strong, 

ductile, good 

conductor,

corrosion 

resistant.

Malleable, 

ductile, tough, 

good 

conductor, 

easily joined, 

corrosion 

resistant.

corrosion 

resistant, 

good 

conductor, 

easily joined, 

casts well.

Tough and 

hardwearing, 

corrosion 

resistant.

Very soft and 

malleable, 

heaviest 

common 

metal, 

corrosion 

resistant.

Low melting

point, 

extremely 

corrosion 

resistant, 

easily worked.

Materials – Polymers – Thermoplastics – shaped when hot – can be reheated

ABS Acrylic Polycarbonate Polystyrene

Strong and ridged, hard 

and tough, expensive.

Good optical 
properties, 
transparent, good 
colour, hard wearing, 
shatter proof.

High strength and 
toughness, heat 
resistant, good colour
stability.

Good toughness and 
impact strength, good 
for vacuum forming 
and injection 
moulding.

Materials – Polymers – Thermosetting plastic – can be moulded – non recycleable

Polyester resin Melamine resin Polyurethane Vulcanised rubber

Good strength but 

brittle

Stiff hard and strong Hard with high
strength, flexible and 
tough

Highest tensile 
strength, elastic,
resistant to abrasion

Testing materials

Materials 

testing is used 

to check the 

suitability of a 

material.

Testing can be 

non-destructive

or destructive.

Most Non 

destructive 

testing will be

visual.

Tensile testing, 

compressive 

strength tests 

and hardness 

testing are 

destructive.

Tensile test Compressive test Hardness test

- Used to find the 

strength under 

tension.

- The maximum 

pulling or stretching 

force before failure.

- Used by applying a 

load and observing 

the changes.

- The resistance of a 

material under a 

compressive force.

- A material is placed 

under compression to 

see its resistance.

- concrete is a good 

example of material 

with compressive 

strength.

- Used to find out 

how hard a material 

is.

- In a work shop a 

hammer and dot 

punch is used to 

create an indentation 

in the material.
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Important Ideas

Categorical data can be sorted in to groups of data types.

You can carry out experiments or make observations to see if your 
hypothesis is supported by the data you collect.

Vocabulary

Primary data Data you have collected yourself

Secondary data
Data that comes from published 
sources

Qualitative 
data

Data that uses words

Quantitative 
data

Data that uses numbers

Discrete data Quantitative data that which is counted

Continuous 
data

Quantitative data which is measured

Bivariate data Data sets that uses two variables

Ranked data Discrete data that is put it order

Hypothesis
A hypothesis is a statement of belief 
about some aspect of a population

Control
A control in an experiment is designed 
to check the hypothesis, and is 
compared to the standard.

Population All the data that you are interested in

Sample frame
A list that includes every population 
from which a sample is to be taken

Sample
A sample can be taken and used to 
make predictions about a population.

Pilot study
Using a small sample of data to see if 
meaningful results can be obtained

Key Facts & Formula

Samples

GOOD samples:
• Are as large as possible
• Are unbiased
• Have a suitable time 

frame

BAD samples:
• Are too small
• Are biased
• Are out of date, have 

people missing or 
counted twice, 
incorrect names on the 
list

Designing 
investigations

The DATA HANDLING 
CYCLE:
• Specify the problem 

and plan
• Collect data from a 

variety of sources
• Process and represent 

the data
• Interpret and discuss 

data

Estimation

You can infer
characteristics of a
population using
estimation and sampling:

Proportion of sample with
that characteristic x 
population size

Question Answer

Data types

What type of data is the 
following:
1) Number of seagulls on a 

beach
2) The weight of a bag of 

sugar
3) The name of a town
4) The score you got on your 

last test
5) The time taken to run a 

marathon

1) Quantitative – discrete
2) Quantitative – continuous
3) 3) Qualitative
4) Quantitative – discrete
5) Quantitative - continuous

Sampling

Sarah wants to find out how 
many of the 250 students in his 
year bring a mobile phone to 
school. She decides to ask 10 of 
his friends
(a) Write down two reasons 

why this is not a good 
sample

(b) Explain how Sarah could 
take a better sample 

(a) It’s too biased - her friends 
are likely to do similar things 
- the sample is too small.

(b) She should take a random 
sample of 30 or more using 
a list of all the students in 
her year.

Experimental design

Malique wants to know 
whether drinking a certain tea 
will help with weight loss. 
Design an experiment for 
Malique.

1) Select two groups of people at 
random
2) Weigh each person
3) One group drink the tea.
4) Re-weigh all the people after a 
certain amount of time.
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Important Ideas

Samples don’t give you information about every member of the 
population so the data can be less accurate and may be biased

You can use summary statistics to make estimates of population 
characteristics

Vocabulary

Random 
sampling

Every member of the population has an 
equal chance of being selected.

Stratified 
sampling

Stratified sampling gives the different groups 
in the same sample an amount of 
representation that’s proportional to how 
big they are in the population.

Judgement 
sampling

Uses judgement to select a sample that is
representative of the population

Opportunity 
sampling

Uses the people or objects that are available 
at the time.

Cluster sampling

Used when the population is in groups. A 
random sample of these groups is selected 
and all items in the selected groups are 
include in the sample.

Quota sampling
Splitting the population into groups wit 
certain characteristics and selecting a given 
number from each group.

Systematic 
sampling

Items are selected from the population at 
regular intervals either in time or in space. 

Explanatory 
variable

The “cause” variable

Response 
variable

The “effect” variable

Extraneous
variable

A variable you are not interested in which 
could affect your results

Key Facts & Formula

Petersen Capture-
recapture

Assumptions:
No significant change to 
population
All members of the 
population are equally 
likely to be captured.
Capture and marking does 
not affect recapture & 
markings are not lost
Sample is big enough to be 
representative

Stratified sampling

Number in sample for 
each stratum:

Question Answer

Population and sampling

You want to find out the 
average amount of pocket 
money received by students 
in your school. Describe how 
you would get a random 
sample of 40 from a 
population of 748 students. 

Get a list of all 748 
students (a sample 
frame) and number 
them 1 to 748. Generate 
40 random numbers 
(using a random number 
table or computer) 
between 1 and 748. 
Match the 40 random 
numbers to the students 
to create the sample.

Estimation

Evelyn captures 30 frogs 
from her garden pond and 
carefully marks each before 
returning them to the water. 
The next day she captures 20 
frogs and finds that 10 are 
marked. Estimate the 
number of frogs in her pond.

Collection of data

Rajan plans to distribute his 
questionnaire abut public 
transport by handing out 
copies in his town centre
a) Give one advantage and 

one disadvantage of 
Rajan’s plan for 
collecting data

b) B) Suggest one way 
Rajan could reduce the 
number of non-
responses

a) Advantage – it should 
be quick and cheap to 
carry out.
Disadvantage – the 
results may be biased 
depending on who takes 
a questionnaire and who  
responds.
b) He could enter people 
who respond in a prize 
draw

Advantage Disadvantage

Questionnaire • Much
cheaper to do

• Each person 
answering 
the question 
is treated the 
same way

• Non-
response

• People 
may 
misunder-
stand
some 
questions

Interview • Interviewer 
can explain 
complex 
questions

• Interviewer 
can follow up 
on unclear 
responses

• Interviewe
r may be 
biased

• Can be 
costly
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Number Key term Explained

1 Democratic Relating to or supporting democracy or its 
principles.

2 Democratic 
deficit

Less democratic

3 direct 
democracy

purest form of democracy. A form of 
democracy in which all laws and policies 
imposed by governments are determined 
by the people themselves, rather than by 
representatives who are elected by the 
people. 

4 indirect 
democracy

is a type of democracy founded on the 
principle of elected officials representing a 
group of people

5 legitimacy the degree to which the government has 
the right to exercise power

6 political 
participation

opportunities to become involved in the 
political process

7 referendum a popular vote on a specific question

8 Absolute 
majority

where an MP gains over 50% of the vote

Number Key term Explained

9 AMS Additional Member System. a hybrid system with 2/3 FPTP and 1/3 
regional list. Used in Scotland and Wales

10 Alternative vote An electoral system whereby voters rank candidates in order of 
preference. 

11 British Constitution This sets out how we are governed. The UK does not have one single 
document instead our constitution comes from many sources and has 
been shaped over hundreds of years by different laws and events e.g. 
Magna Carta, Human Rights Act.

12 Parliamentary 
Sovereignty

This means that Parliament is the only body that can make laws. It is 
hugely powerful. It also means that UK law and policy can be changed 
when new Parliaments are formed, its adaptable. However, once law 
and policy are created by Parliament, all individuals and public bodies 
must follow it. 

13 European Parliament The European Union has a parliament, which represents all member 
countries of the EU. This group have a say in plans that are developed for 
Europe, often involving trade and employment. The UK has now started 
the process of leaving the EU.

14 National Parliament This is what most people think of when they imagine politics. Our 
national Parliament is based in Westminster. The elected body (MPs) sit 
in the House of Commons and have the power (along side the rest of 
Parliament) to make laws and shape national policy.

15 Local council Councillors are elected by citizens who live in their ward. They cannot 
make laws, but they can make decisions about your local area, they aim 
to improve your local area. 
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Number Key term Explained

16 Misters whips Whips are MPs or members of the House of Lords 
appointed by each party to inform and organise
their own members in Parliament. One of their 
responsibilities is to make sure that their members 
vote in divisions, and vote in line with party policy. It 
is the party whips, along with the Leader and 
Shadow Leaders of each House, that negotiate 
behind the scenes to arrange the day to day 
business in Parliament - a process often referred to 
as 'the usual channels'.

17 Cabinet The Cabinet is the team of 20 or so most senior 
ministers in the Government who are chosen by the 
Prime Minister to lead on specific policy areas such 
as Health, Transport, Foreign Affairs or Defence.

18 Shadow Cabinet The Shadow Cabinet is the team of senior 
spokespeople chosen by the Leader of the 
Opposition to mirror the Cabinet in Government. 
Each member of the shadow cabinet is appointed to 
lead on a specific policy area for their party and to 
question and challenge their counterpart in the 
Cabinet. In this way the Official Opposition seeks to 
present itself as an alternative government-in-
waiting.

19 Backbenchers Backbenchers are MPs or members of the House of 
Lords that are neither government ministers nor 
opposition Shadow spokespeople . They are so 
called because, in the Chamber, they sit in the rows 
of benches behind their parties' spokespeople who 
are known as frontbenchers.

Number Key term Explained

20 Manifesto A manifesto is a publication issued by a political party before a 
General Election. It contains the set of policies that the party 
stands for and would wish to implement if elected to govern.

21 Legislation Legislation is a law or a set of laws that have been passed by 
Parliament. The word is also used to describe the act of making a 
new law.

22 Bishops As senior members of the Church of England, which is the 
established church, some bishops are entitled to sit in the House 
of Lords. The Archbishop of Canterbury, the Archbishop of York, 
the Bishops of London, Durham and Winchester and 21 other 
bishops in order of seniority together form the Lords Spiritual.

23 Crossing the floor To cross the floor in Parliament means to change sides: to leave 
one political party and join another.

24 Dissolution Dissolution is the official term for the end of a Parliament before 
a general election. When Parliament is dissolved every seat in the 
House of Commons becomes vacant. MPs immediately revert to 
being members of the general public and those who wish to 
become MPs again must stand for election as candidates.

25 Frontbench 
(frontbenchers) 

A frontbencher is either a Government minister or an Opposition 
shadow spokesperson. They are so-called because they occupy 
the front benches on either side of the Chamber when the House 
is in session, with other party members - backbenchers - sitting 
behind them.
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Box 1: - 2.1.4 Place

Factors affecting place:
• customer location
• location of raw materials
• transport and infrastructure links
• availability of staff

Channels of distribution 

Agent – do not own the products, they sell on behalf of manufacturer 
and then usually get a commission from the sale. 

Wholesaler – buys in bulk and re-sells smaller quantities to retailers. 
This means lower profit margins for the manufacturer. 

Retailer – retailers can a purchase product to sell from wholesalers or 
manufacturers. They sell directly to the end-users. 

Direct – the manufactures sells directly to the customers; often via 
mail order or online (e-commerce).

Ecommerce

Electronic commerce or e-commerce is a term for any type pf business 
that involves the transfer for information across the internet. It is 
currently one of the most important aspects of the internet. 
Ecommerce enables businesses to sell their products to customers 
which no barriers of time or distance. An online store enables 
customers to purchase products and services and you can place the 
items in a virtual shopping basket, check out and complete the 
transaction by providing payment information

How much do consumers in the UK spend online? 
• UK households spent the equivalent of $5,900 (£4,611) using 
payment cards online in 2015 (UK Cards Association). 

• Online shoppers in the UK spend more per household than 
individuals in any other country, (Research from the UK Cards 
Association). 

Box 2: - 2.1.5 Price

Price = manufacturing costs + marketing costs + design costs + packaging costs + distribution costs + 
testing & market research costs + staff costs + taxes + bank charges + website costs + PROFIT

Cost plus pricing
For example, The Sweet Factory has produced a new product, Chomp Bar – a delicious mix of 
chocolate, nuts, raisons and caramel.

The cost of this product (before profit) is 50p.
You could simply decide on the amount of profit you want to make for each bar and add this to the 
cost. There are two ways doing this:
• Using a mark-up – eg work out the cost and add a percentage, so if you wanted a 100% mark up 
the bar would cost £1.00
• Using a profit margin – eg work out the cost and add the percentage profit margin, so if  you 
wanted a 20% mark up and the product costs 50p to make then 80% = 50p, therefore 100% = 62.5p 
which would be rounded up to 63p

Equilibrium Price
The market price (the price we pay) is based on the supply and the demand for the product or 
service. If supply is low and consumer demand is high then this will make the product more 
expensive. If there is a large supply of the produce and people do not want to buy it (low demand) 
then the price will be low. The equilibrium price is the price where supply and demand cross.

Penetration pricing
This is where you charge a very low price, as the product is new, to encourage customers to try it. 
This is a good way to gain a market share in a competitive market. Once the product is established 
the price rises as loyal customers continue to buy.

Price skimming : - This is where you charge a high price to 
begin with as you expect there to be a high demand for this 
new product. This works well for established firms with a 
good customer base, who are will to pay more. Sometimes a 
higher price can make a product more desirable and 
improve the firms’ image.  After it’s established, the price is 
lowered to help it become a mass market product.
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Box 2 continue……

Psychological pricing
Psychological pricing is where the product is priced 
a figure that may appeal more to a consumer, for 
example 99p appears to be better value than £1.

Loss leaders
The products price is set below the cost of 
producing it – there is no profit made on the 
product. This is usually used when the consumer 
will buy another product at the same time which 
makes a profit. For example, games consoles may 
not make a profit, however, there is profit in the 
actual games for the consoles.

Competitive pricing: - This is where the business 
charges similar or the same prices for their 
products as their competitors. For example, petrol 
stations usually charge very similar prices.

Promotional pricing: - is usually time limited to 
create a surge in demand for a product. They can 
appear to be more valuable than similar products 
on the market. For example, buy one get one free 
or 50% discount.

Box 3: -2.1.6 Promotion
How do businesses advertise?

• Newspapers (local & national)
• Magazines
• Posters & bill boards
• Leaflets & flyers
• TV adverts
• Radio adverts
• Internet

Box 3 continue ….
Examples of sales promotion include,
• Competitions
• for 1 offers
• Free samples
• Coupons
• Point of sale displays
• Free gifts e.g. comes with free toy

Personal selling is a face-to-face selling technique by which a 
salesperson uses his or her interpersonal skills to persuade a 
customer in buying a particular product. 

Direct marketing is a form of advertising in which companies 
provide physical marketing materials to consumers to 
communicate information about a product or service.

What is the difference between Personal Selling and Direct 
Marketing?

• Personal selling is more for products and services that are 
complex in nature and cannot sell off the shelves on their 
own such as financial products.
• Direct marketing is a selling technique that involves making 
direct contact with the intended customer through phone 
calls, emails, offers through newspapers and magazines etc.

• Direct marketing is more aggressive than personal selling 
that appears like an attempt to arm the client with important 
information at first.

• There is an emphasis on building up a relationship with the 
customer in personal selling whereas direct marketing seeks 
to impress upon the benefits of the offer.

• Personal selling is the oldest form of selling while direct 
marketing is being used increasingly by small and big 
companies to increase their sales.

Box 3 continue …

Businesses have a range of promotional objectives:
• increasing consumer knowledge
• increasing market share
• communicating with customers
• encouraging purchasing
• developing customer loyalty

Box 4: - 2.2 Market Research and Markets
2.2.1 Data Types
Qualitative data cannot be expressed as a number. Data 
that represent nominal scales such as gender, religious 
preference, opinions and preferences are usually 
considered to be qualitative data.

Quantitative data is 
anything that can be 
expressed as a number, or 
quantified. Examples of 
quantitative data are scores 
on tests, number of hours of 
study, or weight of a person. 
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Box 5: - 2.2.2 Primary Research
Primary research (field research) involves gathering new 
data that has not been collected before. For example, 
surveys using questionnaires or interviews with groups of 
people in a focus group.

Advantages and disadvantages of primary research:
• data has been collected personally to its relevant to the 
research
• sample size can be selected by the researcher
• research has full control of how and where they collect 
information from
• information is up to date
• it belongs to the business, so they don’t need to share to 
with competitors
• expensive to collect 
• it can take all long time to process information
• if researcher makes a mistake it’s hard to tell as there is 
nothing to compare to with

Box 6: - 2.2.3 Secondary Research
Secondary research (desk research) involves gathering 
existing data that has already been produced. For 
example, researching the internet, newspapers and 
company reports.

Advantages and disadvantages of secondary research:
• not expensive
• easily accessible
• immediately available
• provides good background information
• not always recent
• not always specific
• may get ‘false’ results as lack of control over the data 

Box 7: - 2.2.4 Market types
Mass Market: -is a large, general market consisting 
of consumers belonging to various age groups, 
lifestyles and preferences. If a company 
manufactures a product which is useful to a wide 
range of consumers across various sectors and 
appeal to a large group of people.

•  high number of sales
•  large number of competitors
•  wide customer base
•  profit margins low

Niche Market: - is the subset of the market on which 
a specific product is focused. Niche markets are 
usually a small, specialised market for a particular 
product or service.

• sales volume low  
• small number of customers  
• specialized products  
• high profit margins 

Box 8: - 2.2.5 Orientation types

Product orientation
A company that follows a product orientation 
chooses to ignore their customer's needs and focus 
only on efficiently building a quality product.  This 
type of company believes that if they can make the 
best ‘breakfast cereal,' their customers will come to 
them.

Market orientation
A market orientated company is one that organises 
its activities, products and services around the wants 
and needs of its customers.

Box 9:- 3.1 Operations Management
3.1.1 Outsourcing
Outsourcing (also sometimes referred to as "contracting 
out") is a business practice used by companies to 
reduce costs or improve efficiency by shifting tasks, 
operations, components, jobs or processes to an 
external contracted third party for a significant period 
of time.

Advantages for outsourcing include:
• improved focus on core business activities -
outsourcing can free up your time to spend on other 
aspects of the business
• increased efficiency - choosing an outsourcing 
company that specialises in the process or service you 
want means its more efficient and may be of higher 
quality.
• increased reach – you can do  have access to new 
equipment of skills so you can do more things or make 
new products

Disadvantages of outsourcing include:
• service delivery - which may not be to your expected 
standard
• confidentiality and security – the outsourcing 
company will have access to your information
• lack of flexibility – may be hard to adjust to your way 
of working.
• instability - the outsourcing company could go out of 
business
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